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Abstract
The use of geo-tagged photographs seems to be a promising alternative to assess Cultural Ecosystem
Services CESs in respect to the traditional investigation when focusing on the study of the aesthetic
appreciation of a protected area or natural landscape. The aim of this study is integrating the
cumulative viewshed calculated from geotagged photo metadata publicly shared on Flickr with raster
data on infrastructure, historical sites, and the natural environment, using landscape ecology metrics
and RandomForest modelling. Crowdsourced data provided empirical assessments of the covariates
associated with visitor distribution, highlighting how changes in infrastructure, crops and environmental
factors can affect visitor’s use. These data can help researchers, managers, and public planners to
develop projects, and guidelines in the rural landscape for incresing the supply for CESs.
Keywords: Ecosystem services, Landscape management, Geographical information systems.

1. Introduction
The importance of Cultural Ecosystem Services (CESs) to human well-being is widely
recognised. However, quantifying these intangible benefits is difficult and thus it is often not
assessed. Mapping approaches are increasingly
used to understand the spatial distribution of
different CESs, as well as to analyse how they
are related to landscape characteristics and rural
activities. CESs represent the intangible benefits
that people receive from ecosystems through

cultural heritage, spiritual enrichment, recreation and tourism, and aesthetic experiences.
They are considered fundamental to well-being
and are often at the heart of discussions on the
protection of ecosystems (Bullock et al., 2018).
CESs represent a framework that contribute to
integrate the different types of ecosystem services delivery and biodiversity conservation of
the agroecosystems into synergistic strategies
(Mace et al., 2012; Assandri et al., 2018); however, CESs very often fall victims to policy makers’ preferences for economic, social or ecologi-
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cal values, as they are not included in economic
evaluation and landscape planning., (Mileu et
al., 2013; Winkler and Nicholas, 2016). Based
on the existing features and traditions, promotion of tourism and recreation is a preferred rural
development option (Van Berkel and Verburg,
2014) creating opportunities to convert a part of
the externalities produced in agriculture in productive resources for the sector and, consequently, inducing strong synergies between the economic and the socio-environmental objectives.
In particular, vineyard landscape provides several Cultural Ecosystem services, such as cultural
heritage values, aesthetic values and recreational
opportunities (Winkler et al., 2017). The mapping of the preferred locations in the landscape
allows for statistical and spatial analysis to be
conducted to determine the relative importance
of different factors for the delivery of CESs,
considering the fundamental role of agriculture.

Most studies evaluating ecosystem services have
been limited to quantifying recreation and tourism, leaving out the intrinsic qualities that are
interrelated with tourism in the cultural service
category.
Some advances have been recently provided
by Big Data and, specifically, by social media
analysis. The use of geo-tagged photographs
seems to be a promising alternative to assess
CES in respect to the traditional investigation
when focusing on the study of the aesthetic appreciation of a protected area or natural landscape (Tenerelli et al., 2016; Schirpke et al.,
2017; Levin et al. 2017; Yoshimura and Hiura
2017; Walden-Schreiner et al. 2018).
The aim of this study is integrating the cumulative viewshed calculated from geotagged photo metadata publicly shared on Flickr with raster
data on infrastructure, historical sites, and the
natural environment, using landscape ecology

Figure 1 - Flowchart of the work.
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metrics and RandomForest modelling. Crowdsourced data provided empirical assessments of
the covariates associated with visitor distribution, highlighting how changes in infrastructure,
crops and environmental factors can affect visitor’s use. These data can help researchers, managers, and public planners to develop projects,
standards, and guidelines in the rural landscape,
underlying how the evolution of the agricultural
activities, and their land use, can influence their
public contribution to the CESs. The results of
the research of Torquati, Giacché and Venazi
(2015) «indicate that in some contexts the preservation of the landscape can become an interesting marketing vehicle, enabling wine growers who produce quality wines to increase their
income. This result demonstrates that landscape
preservation can be a driving force for improvements in farm management and farm income,
much more effective than the establishment of
protected landscapes, and it confirms the importance of traditional landscapes as a driver of rural development».
Figure 1 shows the graphical abstract of the
paper. The first phase of the work involved the
development of two geodatabases. The first database is related to the demand for ecosystem
services through the calculation of cumulative

viewshed from the points from which the photos
of agricultural landscapes shared on Flickr were
taken. The second geodatabase relates to the
ecological and historical landscape variables that
make up the territorial offer of ecosystem services. Supply and demand were spatially modelled
to assess the importance of different variables
using a Random Forest model. By implementing
the methods of the partially dependent areas and
the thematic contribution areas it was possible
to obtain very precise indications on the policies
for the conservation and enhancement of the cultural ESs of the Chianti area.
2. Study area
The territory of the appellation of the Chianti
Classico (Figure 2) extends for 71,800 hectares
located between the provinces of Siena and
Florence. The characteristics of the climate, the
soil and the different altitudes make the Chianti area a region suited to produce quality wines.
The characteristic element of the Chianti agricultural landscape are the rows of vines that alternate with the olive groves. With over 7,200
hectares of vineyards registered in the D.O.C.G.
register, Chianti Classico is one of the most
important appellations in Italy. The enhance-

Figure 2 - Study area.
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ment of the territory and landscape of Chianti
has its origins since the sixteenth century when,
with the conversion of the Florentine Lordship
into the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, banking and
commercial activities went into crisis and many
investments were directed to strengthening the
primary production. Some forms of production
still present today originated from that period
(Marone and Menghini, 1991).
Torquati, Giacché and Venanzi (2015, p. 122)
have defined Chianti as a «Traditional Cultural
Vineyard Landscape (TCVL) because the viticulture sector is the one most integrated with
the kind of tourism that is interested in quality
food products associated with a specific place of
origin, and also the sector that, more than others,
has responded to market changes by increasing
the appeal of their products».
Vineyards are one of the most powerful territorial markers as they act as carriers of rural
identity. The typical landscape of Chianti reflects
itself in the highly specialized wine production.
Even the most inexperienced observer can easily
recognize the link between the landscape and the
typical product of the area. These two specific
characteristics allow us to go beyond the concept of TCVL towards a viticultural landscape,
underlining the relations between the final product (the wine) and the territory, thus bringing
the well-known opportunities for commercial
differentiation that in the sector are defined in
the concept of terroir and in specific production
areas with an appellation of origin.
3. Methods
3.1. Demand for CESs
According to the scientific literature, demand
for CESs can be estimated from the territorial density of the shooting points of the photos
published on Flickr. Photo sharing sites, such as
Flickr, allow users to cloud storage the photos
and to view the geotagged and map-based photo
locations. Studies also indicate that Flickr data
can be spatially accurate and timely. Many studies showed that the number of uploaded photos
was positively correlated with other methods of
monitoring visitors and that it could be used to

provide information on the movements, itinerary
and distribution of the visitors.
Using an algorithm based on Flickr’s Application Programming Interface, the coordinates of
the shooting points of shared photos from 2005
to 2017 were downloaded. The photos containing the tags “wine”, “vineyard”, “Chianti”, and
related words, were filtered. Then, specific filters
were applied to avoid distortions due to photos
being repeated several times in a single location by a single photographer. The records were
downloaded and analysed in R and converted into
shapefiles for geospatial analysis using QGIS.
When analysed in combination with spatial
data, the spatial patterns of photo density can
reveal the preference for different landscape attributes (Van Zanten et al., 2016) or the consequences of land-use change (Sonter et al., 2016).
From the point of view of statistical modelling,
the most used approach is the Maximum Entropy model (Braunisch et al., 2011; Westcott and
Andrew, 2015; Coppes and Braunisch, 2013;
Richards and Friess, 2015; Yoshimura and Hiura, 2017; Walden-Schreiner et al., 2018). Recently Tenerelli, Püffel and Luque (2017) used
the cluster analysis to integrate visual characters
of the landscape and visiting users’ preferences
and Van Berkel et al. (2018) developed a model
where the response variable is assumed to follow a negative binomial (NB) distribution.
These studies allowed us to take advantage of
social media for analysing landscape preferences. However, the different approaches still show
some limitations as for the setting up of a decision support system, of projects and plans for the
preservation and for the development of cultural
ecosystem services of the rural landscape. The
approaches based on the probabilistic models
(MaxEnt and NB distribution) relate the probability of having a preference on a landscape (that
leads to a photo shared on Flickr) with the territorial characteristics that occur in a single pixel or
in its close spatial proximity. The photographic
recovery, on the other hand, is influenced by the
entire surrounding landscape (Van Berkel et al.,
2018). In this regard, the calculation of the viewshed is a potentially useful geographic instrument
able to capture the perception of the landscape.
A viewshed is the 360° area that is visible from
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a discrete location (Vukomanovic et al., 2018).
It includes all the surrounding points within the
line-of-sight of an assumed viewer’s location and
excludes points that are obstructed by the terrain
or by other features. Viewshed research has been
instrumental to the understanding of the scenic
values associated with residential development
(Vukomanovic and Orr, 2014) and to the relationship between aesthetic values and landscape
patterns (Schirpke et al., 2016). However, the difficulty in identifying the subject of appreciation
within the viewshed has unfortunately led many
studies to resort to the best guess regarding the
precise location of the appreciated areas (Schirpke et al., 2016; Yoshimura and Hiura, 2017).
Combining georeferenced photos provided voluntarily by social media users with viewshed
analysis represents a unique opportunity to evaluate the landscape qualities and visible attributes
associated with highly valued areas.
In our work, as a proxy for the demand for
CESs, an index using cumulative viewsheds
calculated from photographing positions was
developed. Visibility analysis is increasingly
implemented by landscape planners in effective
decision support systems for the best possible
spatial arrangement of land uses and for assessing the visual impact of certain features on the
landscape (Palmer and Hoffman, 2001; Bell,
2001; Bryan, 2003; Hernández et al., 2004). Perhaps the most popular concept used to explore
visual space in a landscape has been the cumulative viewshed (Wheatley, 1995; Martín Ramos
and Otero Pastor, 2012), sometimes called total
viewshed or intrinsic viewshed (Franch-Pardo et
al., 2017). In general, cumulative viewsheds are
created by repeatedly calculating the viewshed
from various viewpoint locations, and then adding them together one at a time using the map
algebra to produce a single image. We defined
and calculated each viewshed using a 10 m digital DTM from a height of 165 cm and within a
maximum radius of 5 km (Willemen et al., 2008;
Chesnokova, Nowak and Purves, 2017; Bradbury et al., 2018). To obtain a cumulative viewshed, the single viewsheds were added together.
The result was transferred into a hexagonal grid
theme with a cell size of 1 km (Willemen et al.,
2008; Chesnokova, Nowak and Purves, 2017;

Bradbury et al., 2018) with visibility attributes
assigned to each cell.
3.2. The potential supply of CESs
We define potential supply as the set of intrinsic territorial characteristics that contribute to
determining the offer of cultural ecosystem services. Potential supply differs from the real one
as it includes locations with intrinsic characteristics that can potentially satisfy demand, but at
the same time it has limitations that do not allow
the matching between supply and demand. The
aim of the potential supply model is to identify
these locations that represent the most interesting places for the development of targeted territorial policies.
It is possible to map the potential supply of
CESs by analysing the relationship between the
demand area and its environmental factors as the
demand map represents the visitors’ aesthetic
preferences.
Analysing the explanatory variables used in
the different studies it is possible to highlight
that:
- the model of Richards and Friess (2015)
adopted four environmental factors: (1) the distance from the nearest footpath (including the
boardwalk), (2) the distance from focal points
(rest shelters and a viewing tower), (3) the distance from the site entrance, and (4) the dominant habitat type within the neighbouring 30 m;
- the model of Yoshimura, and Hiura (2017)
used vegetation type, distances from rivers,
lakes, or coastline as explanatory variables and
10 classes of topography features;
- Richards and Tunçer (2017) used four explanatory variables: (1) the distance from the
nearest major out-door attraction, (2) the presence of parks, including nature reserves, (3) the
proportional coverage of forest within 50 m, and
(4) the proportional coverage of managed vegetation within 0.01 km, 2 grid squares;
- in the MaxEnt model used by Walden-Schreiner et al. (2018) visitor infrastructure (i.e., distance
to buildings, parking, roads, trails, and campsites)
and environmental characteristics (i.e., vegetation type, elevation, slope, and distance to water)
served as independent variables.
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These studies allowed us to take advantage of
social media for analysing landscape preferences. However, the different approaches still show
some limitations as for the setting up of a decision support system, of projects and plans for the
preservation and for the development of cultural
ecosystem services of the rural landscape.
Our approach for assessing CESs provided by
viticultural landscapes is based on spatially explicit quantitative indicators mainly represented by landscape ecology metrics. The analysis
of the relationships between the visual quality
of the landscape and its structural properties is
an active area of research in the field of environmental perception. For the assessment of
landscape quality, reference was made to the
exhaustive classification of indicators proposed
by Ode, Tveit and Fry, 2008. The conceptual
framework developed by these authors allows
to link each indicator to concepts described by
different aesthetic theories of landscape: (a)
the concept of complexity can be explained by
several theories that include the Biophilia evolutionary theory (Ulrich, Kellert and Wilson,
1993); (b) naturalness is related to the degree
of naturality (or naturalness) of the environment
observed and it is explained by the restorative
and therapeutic role of nature (Kaplan, 1995);
(c) historicity is linked to the presence of historical and temporal elements in the landscape
and to man’s ability to recognize his identity in
the landscape according to the theory of Genius
Loci (Norberg-Schulz, 1980); (d) the concept
of coherence is explained by the legibility aspects of the theories of Information Processing
(Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989); (e) the concept of
visual scale derives from the Evolutionary theory developed by Appleton (1996) that link preferences to the opportunity of prospect (ability to
see) and refuge (not being seen).
According to the above, the following visual
quality indicators were selected and were divided into five conceptual categories:
Complexity indicators:
number of different land cover per view;
Shannon index.
Naturalness indicators:
percentage area, edge density, and number of
patches of natural and semi-natural vegetation;

percentage area, edge density, and number of
patches of water bodies.
Historicity indicators:
distance from historic villages;
distance from historic roads.
Coherence indicators:
percentage area, edge density, and number of
patches of vineyards;
percentage area, edge density, and number of
patches of olive groves;
percentage area, edge density, and number of
patches of arable land.
Visual scale indicators:
elevation, standard deviation of elevation,
range of elevation.
According to the classification proposed by
Ode et al., 2009, indicators related to the category of visual disturbance, also called indicators of lack of consistency (Kaplan and Kaplan,
1989), should also be considered. This category
includes, for example, the density of modern
buildings and infrastructures with a high visual
impact. However, in the area under consideration these elements are absent or scarcely significant and are therefore not relevant for the
definition of the potential supply.
The indicators were calculated at landscape
level using the Frastag software. The maps of
the indicators, such as the cumulative viewshed,
were also sampled using a hexagonal grid. The
hexagonal grid is recommended by the authors
of the FRAGSTATS Patch Analyst implementation (McGarigal and Marks, 1995) as the form of
stacking that, being closer to a circle, minimizes
angular effects.
A non-parametric multivariate approach was
used to determine the most important landscape
variable to be associated with the cumulative
viewshed variable. Non-parametric approaches
do not assume normality in the distributions of
the variables and, consequently, complex data
are better analysed in this way. Since many metrics were evaluated, an ensemble decision tree
approach was selected to regress biodiversity
variables many times against all possible metrics
using random forest regression (Breiman, 2001).
To estimate the spatial distribution of the potential supply of Cultural SEs, a RandomForest
(RF) model was used with cumulative viewshed
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as the dependent variable and potential offer indicators as independent variables. RF is a popular and useful tool for non-linear multi-variate
classification and regression, which produces
a good trade-off between robustness (low variance) and adaptiveness (low bias). Direct interpretation of a RF model is difficult, as the explicit ensemble model of hundreds of deep trees is
complex. In the case of linear regression, we can
gain a remarkable understanding of the structure
and interpretation of the model by examining its
coefficients. For more complex models, such as
random forests, a relatively simple parametric
description is not available, which makes them
more difficult to interpret. To overcome this
difficulty Friedman (2001) proposed the use of
partial dependence plots that allow visualizing
a suitable RF model through its mapping from
feature space to prediction space. Welling et al.
(2016) propose a new methodology, forest floor,
to first use feature contributions (FC), a method to decompose trees by splitting features and
then performing projections. The advantages of
forest floor over partial dependence plots is that
interactions are not masked as averaging. As a

result, interactions that are not visualized in a
given projection can be located. Forest floor was
implemented in the foresFloor library for the
statistical programming language R.
4. Results
The raw database contained about 28,815 photo localizations taken in the period 2005-2017.
Only photos taken in the rural landscape were
selected for analysis. Subsequently, the pictures
that contained the tags “wine”, “vineyard”, “Chianti” and related words, were filtered. Finally,
specific filters were applied to avoid distortions
due to photos repeated many times in a single location by a single photographer. The final dataset
contained 9,304 photographic points.
Figure 3 shows a demand map based on the
cumulative viewshed index. This map provides
an overview and a detailed distribution of the
aesthetic demand.
The cumulative viewshed index recorded a
maximum value of 600 with an average value
of 60 and a median value of 20, thus with a frequency distribution that is very asymmetrical.

Figure 3 - Demand for Cultural
Ecosystem Services.
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Figure 4 - Observed and predicted values and differences in demand for CES.

The areas with the highest demand for CES are
in the cultivated hill characterized by a complex
mosaic of vineyards, fields and wooded areas.
Figure 4 shows the observed, predicted and relative error percentage values of the demand estimation model for Cultural ES. The figure shows
that the most significant percentage errors are
localized in areas with low demand (mainly at

the edge of the map due to the weak effect of
variables localized just outside the boundary of
the area), confirming the reliability of the model
in identifying the relevant environmental factors
in the locations with the highest value.
The pseudo R2 of the Random Forest model
was 0.89 so the predictive accuracy is considered
high. Table 1 shows the environmental factors

Table 1 - Importance of the variables.
Variable

Symbol

IncNodePurity

DInt

1559,11

p_cls_31

832,76

Edge density of vineyards

E_cls_221

670,64

Perc of vineyards

p_cls_221

670,06

p_cls_24

604,10

E_cls_223

560,39

Distance from historical village
Perc of forest area

Perc. of heterogeneous agricultural area
Edge density of olive groves
Shannon index

SHDI

543,74

Distance of historical path

DTrack

496,69

Perc. of olive groves area

p_cls_223

471,43

Edge density of forest areas

E_cls_31

448,00

Perc. of pastures

p_cls_23

320,41

Perc. of permanet crops

p_cls_22

301,30

Edge density of scrubs and/or herbaceosus vegetation association

E_cls_32

293,31

Perc. of scrubs and/or herbaceosus vegetation association

p_cls_32

251,43

Elevation range

Elevrange

113,31

Mean of elevation

Elevmean

112,48

Standard deviation of elevation

Elevstdev

106,19

Perc. of arable land

p_cls_21

67,32
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that contributed most to the model. In order, they
were: distance from historic villages, percentage
of forest, vineyard edge density, distance from
historical path, percentage of heterogeneous agricultural areas and percentage of vineyards.
To understand the effect of the environmental characteristics on the demand for CESs the
partial contribution graph of the characteristics

is used. Figure 5 shows the FC plots of the 9 variables with the highest importance in the model.
FC plots are very useful for understanding the
effect of environmental characteristics on the
demand for CESs. The analysis of the FC plot of
the distance from historical villages allows assessing that the variable’s contribution to the demand for CES decreases as the distance increas-

Figure 5 - FC plots for the 9 most important variables. Panel titles designate which variable is being plot along
the x-axis: (DInt) distance from historic village, (p_cls_31) % of forest area, (E_cls_221) edge density of vineyard, (p_cls_221) % of vineyards , (p_cls_24) % of heterogeneous agricultural area, (E_cls_223) edge density
of olive groves, (SHDI) Shannon index, (Dtrack) distance from historical path, (p_cls_223) % of olive groves.
Panel titles also include the R2 (leave-one-out goodness of fit) of the average Feature Contribution line (denoted
in black). The colour gradient is applied in all panels along the distance from the historical village axis.
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Figure 6 - Bivariate partial dependence plots.

es and becomes irrelevant beyond 1,000 meters.
The percentage of forest is inversely proportional to the demand for CESs too, as well as to the
distance from the historical paths. On the other hand, the margin density of the vineyards is
positively correlated with the demand for CES
with optimal values between 10,000 and 15,000
meters of margin per hectare. The percentage
of vineyard also makes a positive contribution
up to a maximum limit of 40% of the total area.
The FC graphs allow evaluating the interaction
between two environmental variables. Figure 6
shows examples of bivariate FC charts: it can
be noted that the cross combinations that most
contribute to the demand for ESCs, are related to
landscapes with up to 20% of forests and up to
50-60% of vineyards with a density of margins
of 15,000 meters per hectare.
5. Discussion
The results of the models highlight that vineyards and arable land separated by hedges and
vegetation strips contribute to a higher value of
CESs. The results indicate that approximately half of the variation in scenic perceptions
can be explained by spatial landscape metrics.
These results give landscape planners and designers some insight into the preferred composition and configuration of human landscapes.
They provide additional support for the contribution of natural-appearing landscapes with a
complex pattern of edges to the landscape quality of a community. The use of partial-depend-

ent graphs also provides useful indications for
rural policy interventions that maintain and/or
increase the supply of ESCs, avoiding excessive specialization in land regulations, which
are more difficult to manage. This aspect also
involves the hydraulic arrangements of the
slopes, on which practically the entire cultivation of vines develops in the area under examination. In addition, areas with a positive difference between the expected and observed values
in the Randomforest model represent areas with
a good probability of having a high potential
CESs value. Figure 7 shows localizations with
both high values (beyond the third quartile) in
the observed demand for CESs and high percentage difference (above the third quartile) between observed and predicted demand. These
localizations are hotspot areas not adequately
exploited either because the tourist flows are
external to them or because of the presence of
visual detractors that could be removed through
landscape restoration projects. On the other
hand, for the locations shown in Figure 7, it is
necessary to consider actions to increase the
attractiveness of places, removing the limiting
causes. For locations with both high values in
the observed demand and minimal deviations
between expected and observed values, safeguard and/or consolidation measures of an
already satisfactory situation should be implemented. Lastly, localizations with a high value
of the observed demand and a low value of the
predicted demand represent places where there
are landscape characteristics not considered by
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Figure 7 - Hotspot areas not adequately valued.

the present model, but which have a significant
local importance. These characteristics must be
identified singularly and safeguarded.
The models applied confirmed the importance
of agricultural cultivations for the value of the
landscape and allowed to obtain a spatial assessment of the consistency of the externalities
produced by agriculture, providing clear benefits for the choices of territorial government and
rural development. The analysis showed that
the correlation between cumulative viewshed
and the indicators of landscape ecology gives
useful information for the definition of rural
policies for the enhancement of rural landscape
in Mediterranean region. The FC plot analysis
allowed identifying the territorial relationship
among historical buildings, roads and rural landscape elements, thus defining the localizations
to be preserved and enhanced through events.
The FC curves allowed the definition of specific agricultural land planning interventions.
As an example, Figure 5 shows the FC curves
for the following variables: percentage of vine-

yards, percentage of olive groves, edge density
of olive groves, and edge density of vineyards;
these curves allowed the outlining of a model of
identity landscape consisting of a mosaic made
with up to 20% of forests, up to 30-40% of olive grows and up to 30-40% of vineyards with a
density of margins such as to lead to a Shannon
Index of approximately 3.
6. Conclusion
The results of the work show that a reliable
estimate of the demand for Cultural ESs can be
assessed by calculating the cumulative viewshed from the shooting points of the photos
shared on Flickr social media. This method is
easily transferable to other territories with limited re-pricing costs. The relationship between
the demand for Cultural ESs and the historical
and environmental characteristics of the landscape can be effectively estimated through a
Random Forest regression model. Moreover,
the analysis of the results of the model imple-
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menting the Feature Contribution plots method allows having important and very detailed
quantitative information for the implementation of rural policies to enhance the rural territory. As highlighted in the results, the model
provides a useful analysis to distinguish those
areas that already fully express their attractiveness from those that have a good potential but
is still unexpressed.
Thanks to the spatialization of the results, the
suggested model offers the planner the possibility of identifying the areas in which to intervene
with priority implementing safeguard projects,
starting from the containment of the anthropic
pressure. At the same time, the model detects
those areas in which it is necessary to stimulate a certain attractiveness, both in favour of
primary production activities – which help to
generate and maintain some essential landscape
components – and in favour of external visitors.
This study can stimulate further research aimed
at detecting the perception of individuals on the
ecosystem services that a landscape can provide,
helping planners and policy makers to optimise
choices for the effective management of the
agricultural landscape (Sanchez-Zamora et al.,
2014). In recent years, an increasing share of
budgetary resources has been used for measures
aimed at protecting the visual quality of agricultural landscapes (Howley et al., 2012). Thus,
understanding of the perceptions of individuals
on landscapes becomes an essential cognitive
element for the effective planning of rural development policies, in line with the promotion of
bottom-up approaches of territorial governance
(De Vreese et al., 2016).
Lastly, the 2014-2020 CAP presented policies
focused on the efficient provision of ecosystem
services from agricultural land. The capacity of
agroforestry practices to improve the provision
of cultural ecosystem services can be encouraged through public policies such as the EU
biodiversity strategy to 2020, but the separation
between agriculture and forestry in the current
EU perspective is a limit to a support framework for agroforestation. Therefore, the results
of the present study can provide information for
designing a new CAP with combined rural and
forest planning measures.
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